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1. Pray for the short-term
team from WI serving in the
Dominican Republic this
month. Mackenzie Dominican Republic
2. Pray for our agricultural
teams who have taught topics
on agriculture and Christian
living in southeast Africa. Pray
that they make an impact on
the lives they touched. Meyer
- Africa
3. Pray for the early March
visit of Gwen, Linda and
Delano as they serve in the
Mount Kenya Region of Kenya,
teaching agricultural and
Biblical topics. Meyer - Africa
4. Pray for health and safety
in travels to these areas and as
they move about within these
countries. Meyer - Africa
5. Pray that the training
sessions will always be Christcentered times that help those
present to trust our Lord Jesus
as the answer to every
problem in this life and
eternity. Meyer - Africa
6. Pray for discerning eyes
and ears that respect and

uplift those with whom we
interact. Meyer – Africa

Neuendorf - Dominican
Republic

7. Pray for our good health
and spirits as we get back to
school after a very good
Christmas celebration. Oliver –
Taiwan

13. Pray kindly for the work
and workers that they may be
faithful servants in their
teaching, also that the Lord
will stir their hearts for seeing
the true Gospel preached in
the different sites. JL - The
Gambia

8. Pray for Maggie’s choice
of classes and activities this
semester as she seeks God’s
will about how she should
study and be involved. Oliver Taiwan
9. Pray for Stephen to design
and teach very good courses
for the ethnic immigrant
students. Oliver - Taiwan
10. Pray Thanksgiving for our
new church building and the
ability to worship there right
now. Neuendorf - Dominican
Republic
11. Pray for the arrival of
Deaconess Intern, Stephanie
Wilde. Neuendorf - Dominican
Republic
12. Pray for future ministry
opportunities for this year small group studies, mercy
house workshops, visits.
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14. Pray for young sickly
Jacob, for full recovery and
that he be brought to faith
and the water of Baptism.
Pray also that his old grandma
will see that importance in
accepting Baptism. JL – The
Gambia
15. Pray for the return of
brother Lopez to the church at
Kitty. JL - The Gambia
16. Pray that the Lord will
raise more donors and bless
the current ones. Also, that
more donors will realize the
significance of coming along
side our mission support in the
Gambia which is a
predominantly Muslim
country. JL - The Gambia
17. Pray for the drafting and
eventual re-writing of the new
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Gambia constitution, pray for
the committee members that
the Holy Spirit will guide their
deliberation. JL - The Gambia
18. Pray for me and my wife,
especially not feeling too
good, that the Lord through
the Holy Spirit we can be
assured of our Lord's healing
power. JL - The Gambia
19. Pray Thanksgiving for a
successful move to Brazzaville
from Ouagadougou. Our
household goods finally
arrived on January 30th.
Schulte - W Africa
20. Pray Intercession for
Bujumbura where we are
responding to a disaster relief
request in the wake of
disastrous and deadly flooding
in the capital city of
Bujumbura that has impacted
many church members
directly. Schulte - W Africa
21. Pray for the annual
meeting of the dozen or so
Presidents of the partner
Francophone Churches with
OIM leadership and the
faculty/staff of the CLET, our
seminary in northern Togo, in

this very politically unstable
country. Schulte - W Africa
22. Pray for the family and
friends of Venezuelan Pastor
Luis Coronado who served at
Iglesia Luterana Fuente de
Vida in the city of Puerto
Ordaz. Luis was murdered
during the second week of
December. Dan taught Luis
several courses during our
time that we served as
missionaries in Venezuela. We
remember Luis as a faithful
and compassionate servant of
the Lord. Conrad - Mexico
23. Pray for the national
pastors in Mexico who are in
formation. In particular pray
for Neftali Garcia and
Guillermo Leyva who are
finishing up their vicarages.
Conrad - Mexico
24. Pray for Mexican Pastor
Alvaro Lopez, Pastor of Iglesia
Luterana San Pablo of Mexico
City. Pastor Lopez is
recovering from back surgery
and Dan is helping him with
the worship services as he
recovers. Conrad – Mexico
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25. Pray for Jean Carlos’
studies in the Seminary. W
Ramirez – Peru
26. Pray for Deaconess
Students: Nini, Mercedes,
Olga, Rosi, Yudimi and Shelia.
Ramirez – Peru
27. Pray for Sunday school
ministries at Pueblo Nuevo.
Ramirez – Peru
28. Praise the Lord for our
new brother in Christ, Daniel,
baptized in December of 2020,
pray for God’s protection and
that God uses him to share the
Gospel with his friends and
family. Helge -Eurasia
29. Pray for the 20-30 nonbelievers that attend a
mission/outreach club in
Albrechtice, CZ that they
would confess Jesus as Lord
and Savior. Helge -Eurasia
30. Pray for more workers to
be sent into the field by the
Lord of the Church. CF – SE
Asia
31. Pray for those who
struggle with invisible
emotional troubles, that the
Lord would comfort and give
peace. CF – SE Asia

